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Accubid Anywhere
One simple subscription does it all: Estimating - Graphical Takeoff - Integrated Material Pricing

HOSTED SOLUTION
Trimble Accubid Anywhere® is the first of its
kind, a fully hosted, hassle free IT experience.
Click and go, connecting from anywhere at
any time which allows you to focus on what
you do best, win work!

THE FULL PACKAGE
Accubid Anywhere offers robust estimating
features such as true multiuser and
multi-branch support, allowing seamless
collaboration between departments both
simultaneously and without restrictions.
Powerful specification, assembly and item
libraries hold the key item material and
attribute information so that you only manage
a few fields at the time of takeoff. Using
intuitive and customizable takeoff pads,
graphic shortcuts allow you to quickly select
items and assemblies for takeoff.
Change Management allows you to draw from
your existing database of contract estimates
to start new contract documents. Use multiple
pricing methods to accommodate list and net
pricing, plus overhead and markups. Quickly
produce customizable, professional-looking
change-order reports for quick submission
and approval.
Seamlessly integrate and markup digital
image files to streamline your takeoff process.
In addition, the powerful AutoCount feature,
automatically counts symbols, dramatically
reducing takeoff time and improves accuracy.
Finally, fully integrated pricing technology
gives you the tools to ensure up-to-date
pricing for all of your projects.

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS

ESTIMATING WITH
CONFIDENCE
Updates to takeoffs are viewed in real time,
allowing you to verify results immediately. A
job consolidated bill of material and closeout
screens can be viewed and edited, without
having to run a report. Additionally, data
validation instantly informs you of any issues
or conflicts in a takeoff.
Dynamic assemblies allow you to save time
at takeoff and maintain consistency within
your organization. And, through the use of
Intelligent Assemblies and Specifications, the
number of assemblies required is drastically
reduced. Once your bid has been awarded,
you can break an estimate down into any
structure to create a Schedule of Values,
enabling you to take advantage of some of the
best reporting capabilities available. You will
create professional reports that aggregate
and analyze data from across the entire
project. With the Enhanced ReportWriter you
can quickly create custom reports with your
company logo.

Benefits
►►
►►

Dongle-free licensing
SaaS Subscription
►►

Easily scalable

►►

Always accessible

►►

Cost-effective

►►

Secure

►►

Using Advanced Performance
Technology

►►

Integrated supplier pricing ensures
bid accuracy

►►

Bi-directional link to graphical takeoff

►►

Access multiple industry standard
laboring methods or customize
your own

►►

Flexible job specifications

►►

Easily pivoted data

►►

Effortless team collaboration

►►

Standard and customized Reports

►►

Powerful assembly variables

►►

Supplier Xchange

►►

Submittal Manager
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Fixture Designation

System Requirements
Processor
RAM		
Storage
Graphics card

2.0GHz or faster
4 GB
2 GB Disk Space
512MB or greater

Operating System*
64-bit Windows 10® Professional
Display **
1680 X 1050,
Windows® Custom DPI Setting of 96 pixels
4K Monitor Supported

Consolidation Extended Data

Connectivity
Requires a reliable broadband internet connection
Footnotes:
* We do not support Windows RT or 10s
** Non Standard resolutions (for example, some laptops) are not
supported

Grouped Extension View
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